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VAMPIRE  
DISCOTHEQUE
At an ordinary nightclub: 
Vampires attack. Infiltrating 
modern society with panache, the 
MASTER VAMPIRE seduces and 
feeds on innocent DANCE PARTY 
GOERS. Can no one stop these 
terrible monsters?

Fortunately: TEAGAN von 
HELSING, trendy scion of the 
vampire hunting clan, is on the 
case. TEAGAN, with the help of 
HELSING3000, robot vampire 
hunter from the future, may 
yet defeat the sinister MASTER 
VAMPIRE.

Set up
you will need: 6-12 players, dance 
music, a space to dance in, at least 
one private space, these cards, some 
paper bags for DANCE GHOSTS.

Set up: Make a deck of cards 
with TEAGAN von HELSING, 
HELSING3000, the MASTER 
VAMPIRE, and enough DANCE 
PARTY GOERS to fill out the 
number of players. Set aside the 
DANCE GHOST and SLAVE 
VAMPIRE cards for later.

Deal: Give each player one role 
card. No one gets to see who 
anyone else is.

Dance: Start the music, dim the 
lights, and get playing.

TO PLAY
Every player: has a win condition. 
They should try to do that, while 
also dancing and having a good 
time. For most players, this involves

Getting laid: You don’t actually 
have sex to get laid (it’s not that sort 
of game). Rather, go off into a private 
space alone with someone else who 
wants to. Compare your cards and 
see what happens. Also if both of 
you want to make out, I mean, you’re 
alone in a room at a dance party, I’m 
not going to stop you.

Open attacks: Either TEAGAN 
von HELSING or the MASTER 
VAMPIRE may make an open 
attack on the other. If you do this, 
announce it publicly.

HELSING3000
You are: A vampire hunting robot 
sent from the future to change the past.

Win if: You kill the MASTER 
VAMPIRE.

Lose if: TEAGAN von HELSING dies 
or becomes a SLAVE VAMPIRE.

If you’re alone with someone: You 
may kill them or reveal yourself and 
your mission. Don’t get laid.

Special: In the grim dystopian future 
there is no dance, only war. You may 
not dance, except for The Robot.

Special: HELSING3000 may not get 
laid, be killed or turned into a vampire.

MASTER VAMPIRE
You are: A vampire come to feed 
on the blood of the living.

Win if: TEAGAN von HELSING 
is turned into a vampire or dies.

Lose if: You die. Announce it.

If you’re alone with someone: 
You can turn them into a SLAVE 
VAMPIRE, kill them, or get laid 
(your choice).

Special: You may openly attack 
TEAGAN von HELSING. If you’re 
right, you win. Otherwise, you lose.

TEAGAN von HELSING
Description: You are the stylish 
and hip descendent of the Von 
Helsing Clan, sworn to defeat the 
vampires once and for all.

Win if: You kill the MASTER 
VAMPIRE.

Lose if: You are dead or a SLAVE 
VAMPIRE. Announce this.

If you’re alone with someone: 
Attack the vampires, get laid with 
the people. You can kill SLAVE 
VAMPIRES but the MASTER 
VAMPIRE can kill you.

Special: You may openly attack 
the MASTER VAMPIRE. If you’re 
right, you win. Otherwise, you lose.
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Dance Party Goer
You are: A club, all glammed out 
and looking for action.

Win if: You survive and get laid 
more than anyone else.

Lose if: You die.

If you’re alone with someone: 
Get laid.
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SLAVE VAMPIRE
Description: Once an innocent 
DANCE PARTY GOER but 
transformed into a SLAVE 
VAMPIRE. Hot.

To Win: If the MASTER VAMPIRE 
wins, survive get laid more than 
anyone else.

Lose: Either you die, or MASTER 
VAMPIRE dies.

If you’re alone with someone: 
Get laid and also turn them into a 
SLAVE VAMPIRE.

SLAVE VAMPIRE
Description: Once an innocent 
DANCE PARTY GOER but 
transformed into a SLAVE 
VAMPIRE. Hot.

To Win: If the MASTER VAMPIRE 
wins, survive get laid more than 
anyone else.

Lose: Either you die, or MASTER 
VAMPIRE dies.

If you’re alone with someone: 
Get laid and also turn them into a 
SLAVE VAMPIRE.

DANCE GHOST
Description: You are dead. Very 
sad.

To Win: You’ve already lost.

If you’re alone with someone: 
No one gets laid because you are 
actually dead. Very very sad.

Special: Put a ghost bag over 
your head. You can’t play the game 
anymore but you can mill around 
and enjoy the party and dance 
because you are a dance ghost.
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